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About This Game

In this super fake and politically inaccurate parody, you and your best friend play as Presidents Trump and Putin in an epic
struggle against the New World Order AI Robot takeover!

Lock Her Up: The Trump Supremacy is a fast paced survival shooter that pits your Presidential nerves against the endless
ambitions of Madame Hillary and the Globalists.

Trump and Putin will take on wave after wave of globalist robots in various locations around the world including the White
House, the Alamo, and Moscow. They'll need to utilize the weapons available to them (handguns, M4, Minigun, and Sniper

Rifle) to deal with hundreds of enemies.

Will they survive each onslaught and finally be able to Lock Her Up?

You don't want to miss this Co-Op experience filled with hilarity, out of context audio clips, and exploding globalist robots!

"10/10 Perfect Presidental Game, No other game like it. " -ColtonDReviews

Online Co-Op

Can we make this game Online Co-Op natively? No.

Can you PLAY this game Online Co-Op? Yes.
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1) Both Players Install
2) Both Players Set Up Account, one hosts & one joins

3) Profit

My brother and I were playing LOCK HER UP online within about 2 minutes of downloading this sweet, sweet free software.

*Keep in mind one of you will need to be using a controller/gamepad! This is true of local co-op too...

*Thanks to PsychoBird on SoundBible for the sweet Eagle sound!
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Title: Lock Her Up: The Trump Supremacy
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Three Guys Game Studio
Publisher:
Three Guys Game Studio
Release Date: 27 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.4Ghz Dual Core

Memory: 4000 MB RAM

Graphics: 1GB Non-Integrated

Storage: 1000 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated

English
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If you like fireworks buy it!. Wings of Prey is a hybrid between a flight sim and arcade turret game. The controls are a tad
complicated and missions can be repetitive; But if you're willing stick with it, there are a few fun moments in the game. A
warning though, you won't be able to finish the game as the last few missions are completely bugged and broken.

PROS
-The planes are very pretty, you can see the damage sustained on the plane when you are hit.
-A lot of planes available, each feel slightly different from each other.

CONS
-many planes are only available in multiplayer
-Missions are repetitive
-The voice overs made me want to shoot myself.
-Textures on the terrain can look very ugly.
-There is a lot of waiting time during missions before any action happens

Rating: 6.9/10. Too easy, zero chalenge, no bosses... returned the purchase after 15 minutes os play.. The guide is very useful,
and the table of contents is hyperlinked for easy access to specific sections. The bulk of it is a detailed walkthrough. Bright red
chapter headings warn you away before you read spoilers for the next bit of the game.

It's a 16+ MB PDF file that is accessible two ways.

First, by launching the game through Steam. After purchasing the DLC, when you launch Midnight's Blessing directly from
Steam you'll be asked whether you wish to start the game or 'View Walkthrough'. The latter option opens up the guide in
whatever program you have associated with PDF files.

Second, you can just browse the game's local files and find it that way. Right-click on Midnight's Blessing in Steam, then click
Properties->Local Files->Browse Local Files. The guide is the only file in the Guide directory.

(This might seem like information overkill, but at the time of writing the only other review implied the guide couldn't be
accessed. The main reason for leaving my own review was to set the record straight.)

I bought it at 85% off and am happy with my purchase. I'm not sure I'd pay full price for it, but at a 50% off or more sale it's
probably worth it.. Voxel style Tower Defense with building elements quite pleasing to the Maze designer style player. Dead
Acres provides oppertunities for creative strategies and it makes the game quite interesting, very replayable. It is hard for me to
believe that this is one of the first Minecraftian style builders to incorporate solid TD 1st person such as this, like Block Fortress
on iPhone or some of the players mods out there.
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Fun atmosphere with comical zombie design makes for light hearted humor when the blood goes everywhere. Musicly is is short
and sweet, fun and appropriate. The placement controls take a little getting used to but make sense. Being able to raise turrets so
their sight of range is aligned is crucial to survival. One can play more towards FPS or TD but you will always need to do a bit
of both unless you Camper is well bunkered. This is an Early Access sure to please as the game works well with minimal bugs. I
did have a generator dissapear on me somehow! So there are still some things to work out. In the 1st hour and a half that's not
too bad for glitches in EA. This game is ready for good testers.

Dead Acres is the place to be, folks. The only thing missing is Eva Gabor in a mink stole.
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Good simulator:
graphics – brilliant
mechanics – polished
gameplay - exciting
sound – atmospherical
Like it! 10/10
. Best game ever 10/10 buy at full price. Just kidding, this game is garbage.. This game is amazing, this is crash time 2 but then
they looked at what lacked in crash time 2 and put it in crash time 3. just amazing. if more developers would do this *cough*
EA *cough* it would be great. Play the older installments of the series.

This one has lots of bugs. It even started to say that i should purchase the game.. Good game
But some later distrb. stop buying wine from me.i think its bug and its important.
Need more content.

Love the theme good for early acess game!. A very nice looking game and I do like the soundtrack. It's good that new gameplay
features appear between medium an hard complexities.
I'd like to see it in VR. This should be amazingly beautiful, as the PC version looks brilliant.

P.S. Now I know how all this stuff inside the cell is called. :). Why are the negative reviews? must be butthurt people sad from
losing, anyway this game s fun! 24 hours on record!. Definitely something you wouldn't expect. It is weird in a fascinating way,
and oddly satisfying too. I hope they'll implement more items to allow for even creazier compositions; for now, this deserves my
thumbs up, due both to the concept and the aesthetic choice.. Ok, so about this DLC:

1- Unless you want to play full price to support the devs, get it when it's on sale. The gameplay's pretty fun, but 5 bucks for 4
levels is a bit steep.

2- It's pretty glitchy. If you thought the original game was too buggy, you're going to hate this DLC. Especially level three-
sometimes your cop "sidekick" won't register a target, and every now and then he astral projects off the map for a minute. But if
you don't really care about minor glitches, this DLC is great.

3- Ignore the people saying it's too hard-I suck at the game and I beat this DLC in a little less than 3 hours. They just don't
understand the mechanics and give up before they figure them out.

4- It's not multiplayer. I played the base game and the DLC alone, so this didn't affect me, but if you're looking to play with a
friend stick to the original.

5- The different mechanics are actually pretty fun. I personally enjoyed playing to the new objectives, and it freshens up the
game.

Overall, this is a pretty good DLC. Just make sure you're not expecting more of the same from the original game, and give it a
chance if it glitches out.
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